Expressions of Interest:
Pale Blue Dot artwork(s)
Every year the Edinburgh Science Festival challenges and inspires people through innovating
discussions, hands-on workshops, interactive exhibitions and more. Our work is a celebration, an
inspiration and a playground for everyone to explore the world around them. With 30 years under
our belt, we are expert science communicators and leaders in our field.
Edinburgh Science Festival returns 4–19 April 2020. In a year that sees the 50th anniversary of Earth
Day – generally regarded as the birthdate of the modern environmental movement – the 2020
Festival takes the theme of ‘Elementary’, using the ancient classifications of Earth, Air, Fire and Water,
as a way to explore the roles that creative thinking, science, technology, engineering and related
disciplines have to play in addressing some of the biggest global challenges. There is no Planet
B, and accepting science’s crucial role in securing our future really is Elementary. As some of the
ancients did we add a fifth element with a special focus on the digital world (our Aether) and
on how we can merge creative technology with live events to create new experiences for our
audiences. Plus, of course, there’s the usual wonderful mix of science of all sorts, and for all ages, in
a packed two-week programme across Edinburgh and beyond.

What are we looking for?
Calling all artists and creatives! We have an exciting opportunity to get involved with a new
exhibition for the Edinburgh Science Festival. Through interactive and innovative design, the
exhibition Pale Blue Dot will explore and celebrate our seas and oceans, the science of water and
current challenges and solutions. Submit your proposal now.
The piece(s) can be new or existing work(s), will be suitable for family audiences and will form part
of our Festival exhibition programme for family and adult audiences. We are looking for proposals
for projects inspired by the theme that dynamically engage audiences on marine topics such as:
–– Mapping and exploring the oceans
–– Biodiversity
–– Challenges and opportunities: resources from the ocean
–– Challenges such as ocean plastics, rising sea levels etc.
–– Scottish marine myths and legends
Edinburgh Science Festival has a fund of up to £20,000 to be allocated to a number of
successful projects.

REVIEW PROCESS:
Proposals will be reviewed and selected by a
panel, facilitated by Edinburgh Science Festival,
using the following criteria:
–– The quality, creativity and originality of the
proposed project.
–– The clarity of interaction between the
proposed project and the theme..
–– The likelihood that your proposed idea can
be delivered within your budget.
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